The Natures Sway Carry Wrap is an incredibly versatile product, with a whole host
of positions at your disposal. This adaptable carrier can be tailored for any baby on
any given day. The most popular position is the ‘front facing in’, where your baby is
nestled in to your torso with their face against your chest, but the possibilities are
endless. The design of the Carry Wrap ensures that your baby is not expected to
support its own weight before it is ready; their spine is held in its natural curve to give your baby time
to develop naturally and comfortably. With a little practise, this simple and time-honoured carrier
will become one of your most invaluable purchases.
• Baby is supported in froggy position, similar
to inutero, for the 4th trimester or first 3
months as appropriate to their development

• Made with 100% organic knit cotton

carry wrap
A content and satisfied baby
without tricky props or gadgets.

• Combination of woven and knit fabrics give
best of both worlds: woven panel supports
baby’s back and prevents ‘sagging’ while the
knit is comfortable and accommodating,
allowing  baby  to be put in and out up to
three times without retying

• Holds baby close to your centre of gravity for
comfortable wear for longer
• Excellent for fussy and premature babies, who
need extra contact for optimal development

• The multitude of positions means it suits every
baby’s preferences – perfect for babies who
like to be upright, without putting the weight
load on their spines or groin

• Built in storage pocket means you can store
and transport the carrier as a bundle without
trailing fabric
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Instructions for 'front facing in' position:
1.

Hold the wrap across your body with
the woven panel at the centre front
and the top edge under bust line.

6.

Take both fabric lengths in one hand
bring them through between the
centre front panel and your body.

11.

The front fabric cross is where you
are going to put baby. For safety
practice over a bed for the first time.

16.

Baby’s weight should be evenly
distributed on both sides, their
bottom level with your navel.

2.

3.

Take one length behind you.

7.

Pull the fabric lengths down firmly
- the fabric should form the letter
“      ”.

12.

4.

Bring it over your shoulder.

8.

17.

Fold the fabric widths on the
shoulders up.

Repeat on the other side - making
sure the fabric does not twist.

9.

Cross the fabric lengths underneath
the front centre panel at
navel height.

13.

Place your baby on your shoulder
facing towards you and place one
leg through.

5.

10.

Cross the fabric behind at waist
height or higher – whichever feels
most comfortable.

14.

Spread the fabric wide so
that baby is secure.

18.

Tuck baby’s legs through the centre
front panel on each side. Smaller
babies feet can remain tucked under.

The fabric should form an X
across your upper back.

TIE the wrap at the side using
a normal knot.

15.

Repeat on the other side.

19.

Pull the centre front panel up
over baby’s back.

Pull the fabric up so that will form
a wide ‘X’ across baby’s body.

20.

The centre front panel should be
spread evenly from between baby’s
knees to just below the shoulders.

